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For centuries the Indian subcontinent has seen the inflow of many immigrants from many parts of
the world. This has led to India develop a multiple culture. So, there are varied cultural, traditional,
religious, regional, geographical and linguistic diversities in India and one should surely travel to
India to experience these varieties. From the snow peaked Himalayas of Kashmir in the north to the
sea shores of Kanyakumari in the south, every region has something unique to offer to its visitors.
Also from the deserts of Rajasthan in the west to the lush green mountains of Arunachal Pradesh in
the east every state or region has different geographical features. An experience to Travel in India
through these geographical length and breadth of the country will surely be a once in a lifetime
experience.India holiday packages that are available fully exploit the diverse tourism potential of
India. The most prominent among them are the state tours, medicinal tours, adventure tours,
historical tours, luxury train tours, religious tours, luxury tours, wildlife tours, honeymoon tours,
Bollywood tours, festival special tours, tea tour, classic India tour, exhibition and fair tours etc. Most
of the tour operators in India offer all the above mentioned tour packages with the best of services.
Car hire, travel insurance, pick up and drop facility at the airport, expert guide availability and well
prepared tour itinerary further enhance the service quality.Among the state wise tour packages the
Goa tour packages and Kerala tour packages are the most sought after. Goa is the ideal destination
for peace lovers and adventure seekers. A meeting place of blue sea, brown beaches and the
golden sun, one can spend his time sunbathing or playing beach sports such as beach volleyball.
The adventure lovers can enjoy the various water sports the place has on offer like scuba diving. A
Goa tour can also include visits to nearby cities like Mumbai, Hampi, Ajanta, Ellora, Aurangabad etc.
While visiting Kerala the tourists can experience the beauty of mother earth at pristine best in the
beautiful natural locals specially the backwaters. Also the medicinal packages which include
ayurveda and spa treatment add variety to the services the place has on offer.A tour in Delhi must
also be included in the tour itinerary as it is the capital city of India and signifies the diverse
characteristics of the country. All the diverse elements forming the culture of India can be found
here. One can experience the soul of India at the grass root level as people reside here belonging to
different parts of the country. Also the city has rich historical heritage which is aptly depicted in the
historical monuments dotting the cityâ€™s territory. The travel packages offered by the travel agents in
Delhi fully explore these diverse tourist attractions the city has on offer.
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